
Block stitch tutorial 

 
This is an English written version of the chart from 

http://hakenenmeer.blogspot.com.au/2011/02/dekentje-haken.html 

Notes: 

-I used a standing stitch to start the treble rows rather than joining yarn to previous row and chain 

3. 

-Because you are changing colour with each row you don’t need to turn your work but rather start 

each row at the same end. I turned my work so have written the pattern as such. 
 

Foundation row: {in between colour} 

Chain 1 (corner stitch), then do multiples of three to reach your desired blanket width, chain 1, chain 

1 (corner stitch). 

Row 1: 

Chain 1 (counts as DC), DC into the third stitch from your hook, *chain 2, miss two chain of 

foundation row and DC into next chain, repeat * to one stitch from the end. DC into last stitch. 

Turn 
 

Row 2: {Change colour} 

Join new colour into last DC from row 1. 3 chain (counts as 1st treble/edge stitch). Three treble 

(treble group) into each two chain space to last two chain space. 1 treble into Chain 1 (counts as DC) 

stitch from row 1 (edge stitch). 

Turn 
 

Row 3: {in between colour} 
DC into top of edge stitch, DC in between edge stitch and next 
treble, *two chain, dc in the space between the next two ‘treble 
groups’, repeat * to the end, DC into top of three chain treble 
edge stitch. 
Turn 
 

 
Repeat rows 2 and 3.  
 

http://hakenenmeer.blogspot.com.au/2011/02/dekentje-haken.html


End your work with a Row 3. 

 

I edged my blanket with the ‘in between colour’.  

Join yarn with a standing treble stitch to any chain space on the top of your blanket, do two more 

trebles into that chain space.  

Continue to do three treble clusters into each chain space along the top edge.  

Corner – treble, 2 chain, treble into the top of the edge stitch. 

Now continue with two treble clusters around each edge stitch along the side of your blanket. I tried 

with three trebles but found the clusters too big. You may find it better, depending on your yarn, 

hook size and tension, to do three trebles.  

Continue along the side of your blanket. 

Repeat corner and continue with three trebles clusters into each chain space along the bottom of 

your blanket. 

Repeat corner and continue with chosen number of trebles along the second side of your blanket. 

Repeat corner and continue until the standing treble that you started the edge round with. Join with 

a slip stitch and bind off. 

 

 
 

Pattern Note: 

 

There are a lot of ends to sew in for this blanket so keep that in mind when deciding to do this 

pattern. I was going to sew mine into the edge but actually that would have made the side edges too 

fat and bulky so I sewed them into the fabric of the blanket at the end.  


